ABSTRACT
Battery powered systems or systems with low input voltage supplies may have loads that require higher voltage outputs. A boost converter is a usual choice for non-isolated applications; however, boost converters do not naturally provide system protection to downstream circuitry due to the pass path from input to output. Problems due to this pass path are now resolved with the LM5121 boost controller which is designed with a wide input operating range and fault protection features to address systems that experience harsh inputs or load faults. The built-in input disconnect switch control provides inrush limit, output short circuit protection and circuit breaker functions. This application report explores the implementation of and component selection for the protection circuits enabled by LM5121 using its input disconnect switch control feature. This enables inrush protection, output short circuit protection, and circuit breaker functionality. Additional input fault circuit applications and reverse battery protection are also discussed.
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1 Introduction

Aside from the core boosting function, the purpose of LM5121 is to provide fault protection that would otherwise be designed discretely or with a separate hot swap type controller. Flexible protection control is integrated with the boost converter to simplify the design. Various fault protection schemes can be achieved including load disconnection, inrush current limiting, hiccup mode short circuit protection, circuit breaker, and input over-voltage transient suppression.

Figure 1 shows the complete schematic of an LM5121 synchronous boost controller with the additional current sense resistor and disconnect FET required for the basic protection control. The following sections will detail the operation of each system-level protection mode and component selection considerations. The appendix expands to share application examples that enable more complex protection like over-voltage transient and reverse polarity protection with simple circuit modifications.

Figure 1. LM5121 Synchronous Boost Controller with Disconnect Switch

2 How The Inrush Control Works

Large output capacitors (C\textsubscript{OUT}) in the boost converter can cause an excessive inrush current during the initial charging. The sense resistor (R\textsubscript{S}), inductor (L\textsubscript{IN}), and high-side switching device (Q\textsubscript{H}) can be damaged by this excessive inrush current.

Solutions to control the amount of inrush current include slowly increasing the input supply voltage (V\textsubscript{IN}), placing a NTC thermistor, or employing a dedicated hot-swap controller ahead of the boost. But these options require external circuitry, adding cost and increasing total solution size. Especially, an NTC thermistor drops system efficiency, increases board temperature, and does not handle repetitive fault events. The LM5121 boost controller has an integrated inrush current limit circuit which removes the need of dedicated hot-swap or NTC thermistor.

LM5121’s internal charge pump turns on when the UVLO pin voltage is greater than the UVLO threshold of 1.2 V. The charge pump is sourced from the VIN pin and sources 25 uA current at the DG pin to enhance an N-channel MOSFET disconnect switch (Q\textsubscript{D}).

An internal high-side current sense amplifier senses the voltage across the sense resistor. When the sensed current reaches the 1.1 V inrush current limit threshold (V\textsubscript{CS,THL}), the DG pin voltage (V\textsubscript{G}) is controlled to limit the current flow in the sense resistor by controlling DG current sink.
The waveform in Figure 3 shows typical inrush current limiting and Figure 4 shows normal startup sequence. As the operating point of the disconnect switch transitions from cut-off to the ohmic region by increasing the gate voltage, the source voltage of the disconnect switch (V_{DS}) is also increased and the drain-to-source voltage (V_{DS}) of the disconnect switch decreases as a result. During this initial output capacitor charging period, controlling the gate-to-source voltage (V_{GS}) of the disconnect switch limits the inrush current. After fully charging up the output capacitors, the amount of inrush current drops dramatically and the gate-to-source voltage increases by the 25 µA DG sourcing current again since the DG current sink turns off. LM5121 will start its soft-start procedure once the gate-to-source voltage rises above the gate-to-source voltage detection threshold (V_{GS-DET}) of 5.4 V.

![Figure 2. Inrush Current Limit Circuit](image)

![Figure 3. Inrush Current Limit Waveform (C1: V_{DS}, C3: I_{D}, C4: V_{GS}, F1: P_{Q}=V_{DS} \times I_{D})](image)
How The Hiccup Mode Output Short Circuit Protection Works

The DG pin voltage is clamped by an internal 11 V zener diode which is connected from the DG pin to the VIN pin. The VIN pin voltage is allowed to be higher or lower than the input supply voltage when an external bias supply is available for the LM5121. The external VIN pin voltage should be carefully selected since the effective gate-to-source voltage of the disconnect switch is decreased when the VIN pin voltage is lower than the input supply voltage.

See Section 8 for further discussion on programming the inrush current limit.

3 How The Hiccup Mode Output Short Circuit Protection Works

All non-synchronous and synchronous boost converters have a direct path from the source to the load through the high-side switching device. Due to this direct path, there is no way to isolate an output short-circuit fault from the input power source. This absence of output short circuit protection in boost converters demands the use of a fuse in front of the converter for input supply protection.

LM5121 provides hiccup mode output short circuit protection using the disconnect switch. During the hiccup mode operation, LM5121 repeatedly turns off for a given time and then restarts. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show a hiccup mode restart timer programming circuit and the sequence of the hiccup operation.

Figure 4. Start-Up Sequence

Figure 5. Hiccup Mode Restart Timer Programming Circuit
During normal operation, the timer’s normal-state 5 uA discharging current pulls down the RES pin voltage to the ground. If a cycle-by-cycle current limit or inrush current limit is reached, a 30 uA RES fault-state charging current ($I_{RES-\text{SOURCE1}}$) charges the RES capacitor ($C_{RES}$). If the RES pin voltage exceeds the 1.2 V restart threshold after the RES delay in Figure 6 ($t_{RD}$), a hiccup mode restart sequence is initiated. The RES delay time can be calculated as follows:

$$t_{RD} = \frac{C_{RES} \times 1.2}{30 \, \mu A} \, [s]$$

During the hiccup mode off-time ($t_{RES}$), switching stops and the DG pin is discharged to ground if the inrush current limit is reached. The RES pin voltage ramps up and down between 2 V and 4 V eight times via a 10 µA RES hiccup mode off-time charging current ($I_{RES-\text{SOURCE2}}$) and 5 µA hiccup mode off-time discharging current ($I_{RES-\text{SINK2}}$).

After the eight cycles, the inrush current limiting is reactivated, the DG pin is released and charged by the 25 µA DG sourcing current again.

The ratio between the RES delay ($t_{RD}$) and hiccup mode off-time is typically 122 and internally set. The total off-time should be programmed to allow enough time to cool down the switch under repetitive restart operation.

By connecting a zener diode ($D_{RES}$) to the RES pin with characteristics of a sharp knee, 2.4 V to 3.6 V breakdown, and low reverse leakage, the LM5121 will disable the hiccup mode and latch off until reset. The reverse leakage current at 1.2 V should be smaller than the RES fault-state charging current of 10 µA ($I_{RES-\text{SOURCE2}}$).

4 How The Circuit Breaker Works

High reliability and robust system design requires ensuring safety in all circumstances. A front-end fuse is often required to mitigate further system damage in a gross fault condition; however, LM5121 provides a circuit breaker function in addition to the hiccup mode protection to add a failsafe disconnect in place of a front end fuse. If the sensed current increases rapidly due to a fault, the current may exceed the inrush current control threshold before the inrush control loop responds. If the sensed current exceeds the 1.6 V circuit breaker threshold ($V_{CS-\text{TH3}}$), a fast-response internal pull down switch quickly discharges the DG pin until the sensed current falls below the 0.11 V circuit breaker disable threshold ($V_{CS-\text{TH4}}$), and then reactivates the inrush current limiting.
5 Disconnect MOSFET Selection

The N-Channel MOSFET disconnect switch should be carefully selected to ensure that LM5121 provides adequate protection without allowing any damage to the MOSFET during the various protection modes. Choose a MOSFET whose drain-to-source breakdown voltage ($B_{V_{DS}}$) is higher than the maximum input supply voltage plus ringing and transients. The continuous drain current ($I_{D\text{-continuous}}$) should be high enough to handle the full input current at the minimum input supply voltage. Choosing a MOSFET whose gate-to-source breakdown voltage ($B_{V_{GS}}$) is +/-20 V or greater is recommended since the 16 V internal zener diode clamps the maximum gate-to-source voltage to 16 V. The miller plateau voltage ($V_{PLATEAU}$) should be less than the 11 V zener clamp voltage and is recommended to be less than the gate-to-source voltage detection threshold ($V_{GS\text{-DET}}$) of 5.4 V.

If the miller plateau voltage is greater than the gate-to-source voltage detection threshold, LM5121 might start its soft-start procedure before the inrush current limiting is finished since the MOSFET will not be fully enhanced until the gate voltage reaches the miller plateau. In this case, switching could start before $V_{OUT}$ reaches VIN. Refer to Figure 4 for normal startup operation when the miller plateau is below $V_{GS\text{-DET}}$.

If the VIN pin voltage is less than 6.5 V, a logic level MOSFET should be selected since the strength of the DG charge pump is proportional with the VIN pin voltage.

It is okay for the disconnect switch to have a large gate input capacitance ($C_{iss}$) since a slow turn on helps to minimize the amount of the inrush current. Insufficient gate-to-source capacitance can cause the gate-to-source voltage to oscillate during inrush current limiting, but an additional external gate-to-source capacitor helps if a lower $C_{iss}$ MOSFET is selected.

To survive during the output capacitor charging period, the disconnect switch should be capable of handling the energy to charge the output capacitor up to the input supply voltage. This can be checked by comparing the required energy for output charging with the avalanche energy rating of MOSFET or by checking the safe operating area (SOA) graph in the MOSFET datasheet. The maximum output capacitor charging energy is calculated as follows:

$$E_{INRUSH} = \frac{C_{OUT} \times (V_{IN\text{MAX}})^2}{2} \quad [J]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

To survive during an output short circuit condition, a more rugged MOSFET is required than calculated based on inrush current limiting. The disconnect switch should be able to handle the maximum inrush current during the RES delay time at the maximum input supply voltage. The amount of controlled inrush current is calculated as follows:

$$I_{INRUSH} = \frac{V_{CS\text{-TH2}}}{R_S} \quad [A]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)
The RES delay time should be longer than the time which is required to charge the output capacitor. The duration to charge the output capacitor up to the input supply voltage is:

\[ t_{INRUSH} = \frac{C_{OUT}}{I_{INRUSH} - I_{LOAD-STARTUP}} \ [s] \quad (4) \]

where \( I_{LOAD-STARTUP} \) is a preload which exists before fully turning on the boost converter.

From Figure 6 the RES delay time is calculated as follows:

\[ t_{RD} = \frac{C_{RES}}{I_{RES-SOURCE1}} \times 1.2 \ [s] \quad (5) \]

where \( I_{RES-SOURCE1} \) is the RES pin fault state charging current which is typically 30 \( \mu \)A.

The required capability to survive during the output short condition is calculated as follows:

\[ E_{SHORT} = \frac{V_{IN(MAX)} \times V_{CS-TH2} \times C_{RES} \times 1.2}{R_{S} \times I_{RES-SOURCE1}} \ [J] \quad (6) \]

The necessary condition to survive when the circuit breaker is tripped is the harshest condition discussed here and requires a stronger MOSFET than calculated based on short circuit condition. To survive when the circuit breaker is tripped, the switch should be able to handle the energy calculated as follows:

\[ E_{CB} = \frac{V_{IN(MAX)} \times V_{CS-TH3} \times C_{RES} \times 1.2}{R_{S} \times I_{RES-SOURCE1}} \ [J] \quad (7) \]

Since the ratio between the RES delay and the hiccup mode off-time is 122, this should be enough time to cool down the switch in a repetitive restart condition, but the single pulse avalanche energy rating of the switch should be derated if a design is not thermally optimized. If the repetitive avalanche characteristic is not enough to handle the necessary energy during the repetitive hiccup operation, improve the thermal dissipation using a heat-sink or enable the latch-off mode short circuit protection by connecting the 2.4 V to 3.6 V rated zener diode (\( D_{RES} \)) at RES pin. Since a bigger package MOSFET generally has a larger SOA and better thermal dissipation, select the MOSFET as large as is reasonable for the design.

6 Freewheeling Diode Selection

A freewheeling diode (\( D_{F} \)) should be placed between the disconnect switch and the inductor. Please refer to Figure 9. This diode conducts only when the disconnect switch turns off quickly, especially in the circuit breaker scenario. If the switch turns off quickly when the inductor current flows, the inductor current continues flowing through this freewheeling diode. The diode should be able to handle 160 mV/Rs of peak current while the inductor current decays, and the voltage rating of the diode must be greater than the maximum input supply voltage, plus ringing and transients. The inductor current decaying time (\( t_{DF} \)) is calculated as follows:

\[ t_{DF} = \frac{L_{IN} \times 0.16}{R_{S} \times (V_{OUT} - V_{IN(MIN)})} \ [s] \quad (8) \]

7 Conclusion

With good understanding of the line and load conditions that the boost circuit must survive, these protection features enable a robust design that minimizes front-end circuitry and system reliability concerns. Inrush control will ensure that supplies are not overdrawn on startup. Output short circuit protection protects the system from over-driving a load fault, and the hiccup mode gives a retry opportunity for transient problems without requiring a full system restart. Circuit breaker functionality offers a fast-response and second level of protection from over-current events. While designing for these conditions, careful attention should be paid to the protection component selection to ensure a robust design.

The following appendices give more protection circuit examples including additions to achieve input over-voltage protection and input reverse polarity protection. Modifications for decreasing the inrush current limit for slow startup charging are also detailed.
8 Appendix A: Inrush Current Limit Programming

To enable a controlled startup inrush that is less than the normal operating current limit, the SLOPE pin can be used to program the inrush current limit to a lower level than the cycle-by-cycle current limit. The SLOPE pin is internally grounded under any fault conditions and at startup, which can be used to modify the current limit in those cases. Otherwise, the SLOPE pin voltage is regulated at 1.2 V only when the gate-to-source voltage of the disconnect switch is greater than the gate-to-source voltage detection threshold \(V_{GS-DET}\) of 5.4 V in normal operation. Normal condition is when the UVLO pin is greater than 1.2 V, VCC voltage is greater than the 4.0 V VCC UVLO threshold, the RES pin voltage is lower than 1.2 V, and there is no thermal shutdown and no circuit breaker operation.

![Figure 8. Inrush Current Limit Programming](image)

By adding the inrush programming circuit in Figure 8, the new inrush current limit level can be calculated as follows:

\[
I_{\text{INRUSH}2} = \frac{V_{\text{CS-TH2}} - V_{\text{IN(MAX)}} \cdot \frac{100}{100 + R_{\text{INRUSH}}}}{R_S} \quad \text{[A]}
\]  

(9)
Appendix B: Input Over-Voltage Transient Protection

Input over-voltage transient suppression can be easily achieved by adding a zener diode from the DG pin to ground.

![Figure 9. Input Over Voltage Transient Protection](image-url)

Since the DG pin voltage is clamped to the selected zener voltage \(V_{ZENER}\) and the N-channel MOSFET turns off when the gate-to-source voltage is lower than the gate threshold voltage, the DS pin voltage is also clamped. The output clamping voltage is calculated as follows:

\[
V_{\text{OUT-CLAMP}} = V_{ZENER} - V_{GS-\text{TH}} \ [\text{V}]
\]  

(10)

Since the disconnect switch operates in the ohmic region during the input over-voltage transient protection, the disconnect MOSFET should be carefully selected, taking into account the safe operating area. The maximum allowable clamping time will be limited by the property of the MOSFET.
Appendix C: Reverse Battery Protection

Reverse battery protection prevents damage to downstream circuitry in the event of supply connected into incorrect polarity. LM5121’s disconnect switch control can be used to enhance an N-channel reverse battery blocking MOSFET. In Figure 10, the power NMOS acts as a natural disconnect switch when a negative Vin voltage keeps the gate discharged. When the battery is properly installed, the signal PMOS turns on and passes the DG sourcing current to the gate of the power NMOS. Power is delivered to the IC through the body diode of the NMOS during startup until the DG sourcing current comes up and enhances the NMOS gate.

Figure 10. Reverse Battery Protection Circuit
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